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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate similarity theory for nests of 
closed subspaces which are modeled on chains of Bore1 sets in the classical 
spaces L,. Our main results contrast with those known to hold in a Hilbert 
space context. The theory seems to be evolving along the lines originally 
conjectured for Hilbert space, before counterexamples were obtained. 
The first paper in the literature devoted to a structural investigation of 
a class of non-selfadjoint operator algebras was the seminal work [17] by 
R. V. Kadison and I. M. Singer in which the class of triangular algebras of 
operators on Hilbert space was introduced. The most tractable of the maxi- 
mal triangular algebras were the hyperreducible ones, which were also 
called ordered bases. These can be recovered by their invariant projections, 
which form a chain, or nest, under inclusion. In [28] J. R. Ringrose 
proved that arbitrary algebraic isomorphisms between ordered bases are 
spatial in the sense that they are implemented by similarity transforma- 
tions. In [31] he proved some basic properties of nests of closed subspaces 
of a complex Banach space in a study of super-diagonal forms for compact 
linear operators, and in [29, 301 he generalized the ordered bases in a 
study introducing nest algebras of operators on Hilbert space, Every 
ordered basis (of B(H)) is a nest algebra, but not every nest algebra is an 
ordered basis. He proved that every algebraic isomorphism between nest 
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algebras (in Hilbert space) is spatial. Ringrose also asked the question of 
whether an operator algebra which is similar to an ordered basis is itself an 
ordered basis. This can be viewed as a similarity problem for nests. The 
answer is now known to be no. Similarity theory for nests developed in a 
series of articles [2, 3, 7, 10, 21-23, 271. 
Many of the concepts associated with nests and nest algebras make sense 
in arbitrary Banach spaces. Some of these basics are contained in [31]. 
There is an analogue of Ringrose’s problem that makes perfect sense for 
nests of closed subspaces of L,, for 1 6p < a, that are “modeled on chains 
of sets.” One of our results (Corollary 4.3) shows that the answer to this 
generalized problem, for p = 1, is yes. 
Theorem 4.1 states that a certain boundary subspace affiliated with a 
similarity transformation between such nests in L, contains an invertible 
operator. This can fail in L,, where containment of an invertible operator 
in the boundary subspace is equivalent to implementation of the similarity 
transformation by a unitary operator. A consequence is that Li-similarity 
transformations always act absolutely continuously in a sense analogous to 
that described in [23] for a Hilbert space context. This yields the solution 
to the problem mentioned above. 
For 1 <p < 00, p # 2, the analogue of the Ringrose problem remains 
open. However, a result is obtained in Section 5 for a restricted class by 
simply adapting the L,-theory. This shows that for 1 <p < co, a similarity 
transformation between L, nests in our class which is implemented by a 
positive dominated operator is well behaved. For p = 2, this means that it is 
implemented by a unitary transformation. This is apparently new for 
Hilbert space. In addition, for p # 2 we show that known geometric proper- 
ties of the L, spaces imply that, at the least, the theory must be different 
in one respect from that known in Hilbert space. Finally, we indicate how 
certain aspects of the theory for nests carry over to certain more general 
lattices. 
In a preliminary version of this paper the simple adaptation of the 
L,-theory mentioned above was not possible, and the positive dominated 
result was obtained from the L,-theory via a change of density technique 
developed by W. Johnson and L. Jones [ 161 and later extended by L. Weis 
[34]. Indeed, this change of density technique first revealed the possibility 
of an extension of this type, and was first pointed out to us by K. Andrews. 
See his article [4] for more on this. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this paper, by a nest N we will mean a family of closed subspaces of 
a complex Banach space X that is totally ordered by inclusion. &” is called 
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complete if it contains (0) and X and the join (closed linear span) and meet 
(intersection) of arbitrary subfamilies so that it is complete as an abstract 
lattice under these operations. Every nest is contained in a smallest com- 
plete nest called its completion, which we denote co(M). 
If JV is a nest and NE JV”, we write 
Np =v (N’EJV: N’cN, N’ZN} 
N,=A (N~A~:N~N,N+N}. 
A nest JV is called maximal if it is not properly contained in a larger chain 
of closed subspaces of X. JV is continuous if it is complete and satisfies the 
property that N- = N = N, for every NE M. (It is sufficient that the first 
equality holds everywhere or that the second equality holds everywhere.) 
Given a set YcB(X), let Lat(Y) denote the lattice of all closed sub- 
spaces of X left invariant under Y, and given a set 8 of closed subspaces 
of X let Alg(p) denote the algebra of all operators that leave the members 
of B invariant. A lattice 2 (resp. algebra &‘) is called rejlexiue if 
2 = Lat Alg(Y) (resp., if d = Alg Lat(d)). It is easily shown that lattices 
of the form Lat(Y) and algebras of the form Alg(9) are reflexive. 
Lat Alg(F) is the smallest reflexive lattice containing F;, and Alg Lat(Y) 
is the smallest reflexive algebra containing Y. In case a lattice Y is a nest 
we call Alg(6p) the nest algebra associated with d;p. Given lattices 9 and 
J?‘, a one-to-one mapping 8: .Y + J%! of 2 onto .,& is called a lattice 
isomorphism (also called an order isomorphism) if whenever L, c L2 then 
@(L, 1 c O(L). 
LEMMA 1.1. Let X be a complex Banach space and let JV be a nest in X. 
(i) M is maximal if and only if it is complete and satisfies the 
property that dim(N/N- ) = 0 or 1 for every NE JV, or, equivalently, that 
dim(N+/N) =0 or 1 for every NEJV. 
(ii) Af is reflexive if and only if it is complete. In general, co(N) = 
Lat Alg(M). 
(iii) co(J) consists of (0), X, and all subspaces of X which can be 
expressed in at least one of the forms 
A L, y* L 
L t .F 
for subsets F of Jf. 
ProoJ: Item (i) is [31, Lemma 11. Item (ii) is [25, Proposition 11. For 
item (iii) the proof of Lemma 2.2 in [29] for Hilbert space adapts 
intact. 1 
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Item (i) of the above lemma shows that, in particular, continuous nests 
are maximal. The next example shows that not all nests which appear con- 
tinuous are continuous. This is one reason why we have not considered the 
case p = CC in this work. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Let X = L,,( [0, 11, p) with ,U Lebesgue measure, for some 
p with 1 <p < co. For each TV [0, 11, let N, be the set of all elements of X 
with essential support contained in [0, t]. Let ulr = {N,: 0 < t < 1 }. Then 
,4’ is a nest, and if p < cxz it is easily verified that &” is continuous. 
However, if p = CC then, although x is a continuum of closed spaces, V 
fails to be a continuous nest. (,V is not complete, and its completion is far 
from being continuous.) 
Remark. It should be noted that if L, were given the w*-topology, 
then in this generalized setting, with appropriate definitions, the nest M 
defined above would be complete and continuous. 
Nest algebras Alg(&“) and Alg(4) acting on Banach spaces X and Y are 
called similar if there is an invertible operator TEB(X, Y) such that 
Al&&‘) = T(Alg(M)) T-‘. 
This is equivalent to the condition that the set of closed subspaces 
coincides with 4. We denote this set by TX. Accordingly, nests .,V and 
&Z are called similar if & = TAf for some invertible operator T. In the case 
where T can be taken to be an isometric isomorphism (onto-isometry), 9” 
and A are said to be isometrically equivalent. 
Some general questions which have been settled for (at least) separable 
Hilbert spaces are: When are two nests &” and d similar? When are they 
isometrically equivalent? When is a class of nests invariant under similarity 
in the sense that it contains any nest similar to one of its members? When 
does a class have the property that two nests within the class which are 
similar are isometrically equivalent? 
Ringrose’s question of whether a nest which is similar to a multiplicity 
free nest (the nest of an ordered basis) is multiplicity free belongs to the 
third question above. 
In [15], J. Erdos developed a spectral multiplicity theory for complete 
nests in Hilbert space, extending some of the work in [ 173. This answered 
the second question above for arbitrary Hilbert spaces. The other three are 
answered for separable Hilbert space via a theory developed in [3, 10, 231. 
The Similarity Theorem, obtained in complete form by K. Davidson in 
[lo], contains more than enough information for this. 
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None of the above four questions, as stated, make any requirement as to 
the manner in which the nest JV is mapped onto the nest J&? by the 
operator T. The bijection N + TN must be order-preserving so that it 
determines a lattice isomorphism and must also preserve “dimensions of 
intervals” in the sense that for any pair NI, N, E JV” with N, c N, we must 
have 
dim( TNJTN,) = dim( N2/N1). 
If the nests Jf and ~2’ are similar, then there may be many invertible 
operators T for which TJf = J?, and two such invertible operators may 
implement different lattice isomorphisms. That is, the sets of subspaces 
(T,N: NE&“} and {T,N: NEJV} may both coincide with A, yet for a 
given N E JV the subspaces T, N and T, N may be different elements of J%‘. 
The Similarity Theorem can be stated: 
THEOREM 1.3. Let JV and A be complete nests in separable Hilbert 
spaces. Then JV and A&’ are similar if and only if they are isomorphic under 
some lattice isomorphism which preserves dimensions of intervals. Moreover, 
for each such isomorphism 8 there exists an invertible operator Tfor which 
8(N) = TN for all NE M. In addition, given E > 0 an operator T satisfying 
this can be obtained of the form T = U + K, with U unitary and K compact 
with llK/l <E. 
Given similar nests JV and & and given an invertible operator T with 
J% = TA’“, let 0, denote the lattice isomorphism defined by O,(N) = TN. A 
lattice isomorphism 8: JV + JZ$? is called spatial if 8 = 8, for some invertible 
operator T. We say that T implements 8. If ~2 = T1 JV = T2J1T, it is clear 
that 0,, = 8, if and only if T;‘T, and T;‘T, are contained in Alg(N). 
The initial four questions have refinements, which are answered for 
separable Hilbert space by the above theorem and which make sense in a 
general Banach space setting: When is an order isomorphism 8 between 
nests spatial? When is it an isometric equivalence? When is there sufficient 
structure within a class of nests so that arbitrary order isomorphisms 
between members are spatial? (This is nontrivial even if the class consists 
of one nest.) When is a spatial order isomorphism an isometric equiva- 
lence? In addition: When is a spatial order isomorphism implemented by 
an operator close to an isometry? 
We note that, while Theorem 1.3 shows that every dimension preserving 
order isomorphism between complete nests in separable Hilbert spaces is 
spatial, one feature of the L, theory, as we shall show, is the existence of 
non-spatial dimension preserving order isomorphisms. 
We require some additional preliminary lemmas. 
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A complete nest .,t/‘ is complete as a totally ordered lattice, so that it is 
compact as a topological space in its order topology (c.f. [9; 19, p. 162, 
problem cl), determined by taking as a basis the family of subsets of 1. 
(the open order intervals) of the form (here “C ” means proper inclusion) 
(N, M)= (LEA”: NcLcM} 
[0, N)=(LE.IV:OGL~N} 
with N and M arbitrary elements of JV with N c M. A subnest N0 is said 
to be order dense in JV” [9] if every nonempty open order interval for JV’ 
contains a member of MO,. If NE JV, and if N # N- (N # N, ) we say that 
there is a gap at N from below (resp. from above). 
Proofs of the following three lemmas are contained in the Appendix. In 
Example 1.2, for p = cc the nest co(N) has uncountably many gaps. The 
first shows that if X is separable this pathology cannot occur. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let X he a separable Banach space and let M be a complete 
nest in X. The sets {N~~lr: N#Af} and {NE.N:N#N+} are 
denumerable. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let JV be a complete nest. If Jlro is an order dense subnest 
then co(MO)= Jf. If -4; is a subnest for which co(MO) = JV, then 
N0 u { (0), X} is order dense. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let X be a separable Banach space and let JV’ be a complete 
nest in X. Then A” contains a denumerable order dense subnest N0 with the 
property that for each NE JV, 
Let (Q, %3) be a standard Bore1 space. That is, (8, g) is a Bore1 space 
which is Borel-isomorphic to a Bore1 subset of some separable complete 
metric space in its relative Bore1 structure. Let p be a a-finite positive Bore1 
measure on (0,&Y). Let 1 <p < co, and let X=L,(Q, ?tY’, p), a separable 
Banach space. 
If N is a closed subspace of X of the form N = xEX for some E E 9, we 
will call E a supporting set of N and we call N a supported subspace of X. 
The projection from L,(p) onto N given by f --+ XEf will be denoted by 
P(N). We write P,v = {P(N): NE JV}. We will use the term MOS nest 
(“modeled on sets”) to describe a complete nest of supported subspaces of 
X. If M is a MOS nest, an J1’-interval is defined to be a projection of the 
form P = P(N’) - P( N”), where N’, N” E ./lr with N” G N’. 
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We note that if one extends the above notion to MOS lattices in the 
obvious way, then, for p = 2, the class of MOS lattices coincides (up to 
unitary equivalence) with the class of commutative subspace lattices via 
Arveson’s representation theorem [S]. In particular, for p = 2 every com- 
plete nest is (unitarily equivalent to) a MOS nest. We require the following 
lemma. A proof is contained in the Appendix. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let N be a MOS nest in X. Then there is a chain d 
(ordered by inclusion) of Bore1 subsets of Q such that N = { xEX: E E &} and 
such that the map E -+ xEX is one-to-one from Q onto N. (6 will be called 
a supporting chain ,for A’“.) 
If ,/lr is a MOS nest let @$(&“) denote the linear span of {P(N): NE JV}. 
We define Jf to be multiplicity free if %$(Jlr) has a topological cyclic 
vector. For p = 2 this is equivalent to the condition that the weak operator 
topology closure of %$(JV) is maximal abelian in B(L,(Q, p)), so this 
agrees with the usual definition in that case. The following lemma shows 
that this is the right definition from a measure theoretic point of view, as 
well. A proof is included in the Appendix. 
LEMMA 1.8. Let N be a MOS nest in L,(Q u) with u a finite Bore1 
measure. Then JV” is multiplicity free tf and only tf the constant function 
t(x) q = 1, x E 52, is topologicafly cyclic for %&(A”). 
Finally, there are places in which it is convenient to reduce function- 
lattice theoretic aspects of L,(Q 9?, p) to the case where Q is a compact 
metric space and ,U is finite. We sketch this reduction. The space (Q, $9) is 
Bore1 isomorphic to a Bore1 subset K, of a compact metrizable space K (in 
fact the unit interval [20]). Let 4: (Q, W) + (K,, gKO) be a Bore1 
isomorphism, where aKn is the relative Bore1 structure. Let v be the 
measure on K defined by v(E) = ~(4 ~ ‘(E n K,)). Let 1” be a finite measure 
on K equivalent to v, and let g= dv/dE,. The linear transformation 
U: L,(K, 1*) + L,(Q, ,u) defined by Uf = ( fgllp) 0 4 is an isometric 
isomorphism which preserves function lattice structure (a.e.) in the sense 
that Uf is real-valued whenever f is real-valued, Uf 3 Ug whenever f 2 g, 
and U(lfl)=IUfI for allfELJJ+). 
2. SKEW-DIAGONAL PROJECTIONS 
In [ 181, N. Kalton showed that for a given operator T mapping between 
two appropriate L, spaces, 0 <p 6 1, and for a given Bore1 function 4 map- 
ping between the underlying measure spaces, a skew-diagonal part of T, 
skewed by the function 4, can be constructed. Such operators were called 
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&elementary [ 18, p. 3171. We focus here on the case p = 1. We require a 
result analogous to that of Kalton, but in a setting of greater generality. 
Under suitable hypotheses a Bore1 mapping 4 will induce an order 
isomorphism 9 of multiplicity free MOS nests in the corresponding L, 
spaces. A skew diagonal part of T can be constructed directly from this 8. 
The proof is operator theoretic and is necessarily quite different. In our 
work the point mapping 4 will be replaced by an arbitrary order- 
isomorphism 8 between two MOS nests. Kalton’s result, for p = 1, can be 
viewed as the concrete multiplicity free precursor of this. 
The main result of this section is Theorem 2.4 which gives the construc- 
tion of projections skewed by 8. The construction of a &skewed projection 
which is in a certain sense minimal and which properly generalizes Kalton’s 
map involves the boundary subspace as well as Theorem 2.4, and is given 
in the next section as Theorem 3.6. 
Let (A, .@,, , n) and (Q, 9&, v) be standard measure spaces. We will 
utilize a representation of certain elements of the algebraic tensor product 
L,(A)@L,(v) as Schur multiplier operators on B(L,(i), L,(v)). If E is a 
measurable set, let P, denote the projection corresponding to multiplica- 
tion by the characteristic function of E. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Given sets {E,, E,, . . . . E,} in %9,, and {F,, . . . . F,,} in 
9&, and complex numbers {ai , . . . . a,}, let 4 denote the n x Q simple func- 
tion d=C ujX,!C,;xF,, and define the operator R, on B(L,(l,), L,(v)) by 
R,T=xqP,,TP,,. 
Such a function C$ will be called a finite block function. It is easily verified 
that R, is independent of the manner in which 4 is represented as a finite 
linear combination of characteristic functions of rectangles. 
In fact, we will use properties of the operators R, only in the proof of 
Theorem 2.4, and therein only those of the special form where 4 is the 
characteristic function of a subset of /i x Q. An initial version of the proof 
of Theorem 2.4 was technical and difficult to read. Usage of these R,, via 
Lemma 2.3, yields a conceptual proof. Properties of R, are more clearly 
stated and proven for general C$ then for special 4. 
The lattice structure of B(L,, L,) is basic to our study. We require the 
following. (See the Appendix and [ 13; 14, VI.8.7; 331.) 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For any operator TEB(L,(A), L,(v)) there is an 
operator which is denoted by 1 TI ( see the remark below) in B(L,(A), L,(v)) 
which satisfies: 
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(i) Zf f EL,(A) is nonnegative L-a.e., then (Tl j’ is nonnegative 
V-U.C. 
(ii) INTEL, is arbitrary, then \Tfl 6 ITI IfI v--a.e. 
(iii) II ITI II = II Tll. 
Remark. The operator 1 Tl, called the modulus of T, is different from the 
Hilbert space notion of absolute value of an operator which appears in its 
polar decomposition. In a finite dimensional setting with T represented by 
an n x n matrix relative to the usual basis for 17, I TI would be the matrix 
obtained by replacing each of the coordinate position elements of T by its 
absolute value. 
Observe that for any finite block function 4 = C ujxE,X F, there exist 
finite disjoint refinements {Gk} of {Ejl and {H,} of {F,} (e.g., 
Gk = Ek\(E, u ... u Ekp i)) and numbers { ck,} (some may be zero) such 
that d = X:I Ck CklXGk x H,’ Then {Gk x H,}k,, is a finite family of mutually 
disjoint sets. If $ = C bkXs x JL is another finite block function, then 
and R, R, = R,,. 
LEMMA 2.3. In the notation of Definition 2.1, 
0) R, is continuous for the strong operator topology (pointwise 
convergence) on B(L,(A), L,(v)). 
(ii) I&Tfl GRi4iITI Ifl G II4II,ITl IfI, P a.e., for all TWWJ, 
b(v)) and,fELl(jL). 
(iii) IIR,II = II411 x.
Proof: Item (i) is obvious. For (ii) and (iii), write d in the form 
where {Ek), {Fj} are disjoint, finite sequences of non-null sets. Then 
141 = 1 c bk,l x&x& 
i k 
and iI& r = max jakil. We have, v-a.e., 
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By Proposition 2.2, 
This yields 
I& u-1 G R,,, I TI VI. 
Now, since C xfi; < 1 and C xEk 6 1, we compute 
Rf$, ITI Ifl = C lajkl XF, ITI XEk Ifl 
l,k 
6 11911, ITI I.fl. 
Thus 
ll&JIll 6 ll9ll,> II /TI Ifl II 6 11411, II ITI II IIJ’II = II411 z IITII IIJ‘II. 
So llR,J < 114lI,. For equality, choose (I, i) so that la,,,/ = Il&.,. Let T be 
defined by 
Then RdT=a,,iT. Hence llR,ll = Ilc~Il,. 1 
We establish terminology and notation for Theorem 2.4 and its proof, as 
well as for some later proofs. Let JV c L,(A, ~j., A) and A? c L,(Q, gQ, v) 
be order isomorphic MOS nests, and let 6: JV + A!’ be any order 
isomorphism. Fix, once and for all in the balance of this section, support- 
ing chains of Bore1 sets &‘,.={E,:NEJV} and 9=TK={F/M:M~~} in A 
and Q, respectively. (Lemma 1.7 gives these.) The order isomorphism 0 
induces a one-to-one order preserving map E, -+ FBCNj from KI- onto T#. 
We will use the same notation 0 for this set map, without confusion. 
If P is a nonzero &“-interval, so P = P(W) - P(N”) with N’, N” E JV and 
N” c N’, N” #N’, we will call the set E,s\E,s, the b-support set of P and 
define the F-support of an A-interval analogously. 
Let aft denote the family of &-supports for all ./lr-intervals, and let 9-(, 
denote the family of F-supports of all A-intervals. We will denote the 
generic element of b’, by A. For each A E B’, there corresponds a unique 
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pair N’, N” E _lf such that A = ENS/EN,,. Thus we may extend t? to a map- 
ping from &fr. onto FL by defining 8(A) = FB~,,,~~\Fs~N~~,. It is convenient o 
use the sets A E a(,- to index both the M-intervals and the M-intervals. If 
A EC?,‘, . then P, will denote the &“-interval with support A, and Q, will 
denote the A-interval with support 8(A). 
If ,Y’ is a finite subnest of JV, enumerated (0, N,, N,, . . . . N, $ with the 
Ni increasing by inclusion and distinct, and with N, = L,(A), let 17, ., 
denote the partition of A by elements of &l, given by 
t&v,, E,,\E,,, . ..> A\E,vm,}. 
If TE B(L,(E,), L,(v)) is arbitrary, denote the skew-block-diagonal part of 
T with respect o M’ and 6 by 
g,,,(T)= 2 QATP,. 
Atfl.1 
THEOREM 2.4. Let N, A, 0 be as above. Let (4) be an increasing 
(by inclusion) sequence of finite subnests of N. Then for each 
TEB(L,(I), L,(v)) the sequence {&S,;(T)} converges in the strong operator 
topoZogy (pointwise convergence) to an operator g(T) in B(L,(I), L,(v)). 
The map &3(.) is a bounded linear idempotent mapping of B(Li(A), L,(v)) 
into itself of norm < 1. 
Remark. 9( .) can be the zero operator in certain cases. This will be 
pointed out later. 
ProoJ: It will be convenient to write 
K=&;, l,<i<co. 
Observe that 9.+;(T) = R, T for the finite block function 
d,= 1 XAXQ(A). 
A t I7, 
Now fix f E L,(v). We must show that (R, T)f converges in norm. To 
accomplish this, we will show that 
c I((R8,-1 - R,J T)f I 
converges in norm. 
Observe that 4i is the characteristic function of G, = u {A x B(A): 
AEON}, and that Gi?Gi+,, i> 1. So for each n>m, #,-$, is a finite 
block function which is the characteristic function of a set. In particular, it 
is nonnegative and 114, - d,J ~ = 1. 
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Let 
g/=c I((&, ,- R,)T).fl. 2 
By (ii) of Lemma 2.3 we have 
= ((i L,,) IN) Ifl 
=&m VI 
d 114, -4,Ilx ITI .Ifl= ITI .Ifl. 
So Ils/ll G II I TI . Ifl II. Thus is,> is a norm bounded increasing sequence, 
which, by Fatou’s lemma, must converge in norm. So since 
the sum 
converges in norm. Hence 
converges in norm, as desired. We write 
9?(T)=lim9,,,(T)=lim R,,T. 
I / 
For all n, ll~,,,(T)ll = llRsnTll d 119,,ll r IITII = lITlIT hence lIWT)/I d I/T/l. 
so lI9(.)II 6 1. 
Fix TEB(L,(A), L,(v)), and let A =9(T). For each fixed n, 9.%,(A) = 
R,nA=limiR,nRd,T. But for i>n, cjiq5,,=cji. So 9w,n!A)=limiR,,T= 
9(T) = A. So 9(9(A)) = lim, 9,,;(A) = A. Thus a( .) is rdempotent. 1 
3. THE BOUNDARY SUBSPACE 
If M and A are complete nests of complemented subspaces of Banach 
spaces X and Y, respectively, with prescribed affiliated commuting chains 
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of projections q4-= {P(N):NEJV}, qx= {P(M):MEJZ}, and if 
8: JV + 4 is an order isomorphism, we write 
80 = { TE B(X, Y): 77’(N) = P(B(N))T, NE A’“}. 
We call this the boundary subspace of 9. (An analogous structure was 
utilized in [26] in the analysis of structural properties of bimodules of nest 
subalgebras of von Neumann algebras.) The following is immediate. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Jf, A%, ?, , qM, and B be as above. Zf a0 contains an 
invertible operator T, then 8 is spatial and B = 8,. 
In a Hilbert space context, while dimension-preserving order 
isomorphisms are spatial, containment of an invertible operator in 80 is 
very special. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let M, A!‘, ?,., q’x, and I3 be as above, but with X 
and Y separable Hilbert spaces, and with ?+-, & the affiliated nests of 
orthogonal projections. Then 80 contains an invertible operator if and only 
if 130 contains a unitary operator. In this case 8 is a unitary equivalence. 
Proof: Suppose T is an invertible operator in 80. For each NE J” we 
have TP(N) = P(O(N))T, so P(N)T* = T*P(B(N)), and thus 
P(N)T*T= T*P(B(N))T= T*TP(N). 
So lTl2 = T*Tcommutes with qt., hence so does ITI. Let T= U ITI be the 
polar decomposition. Then UP(N) ( T( = U ( T( P(N) = TP( N) = P( Q( N)) T 
= P(t)(N)) U 1 TI. Since I TI is invertible, this yields UP(N) = P(6)(N)) U. So 
U is a unitary operator in 8. We have % = tIU. l 
EXAMPLE 3.3. In an L1 context with MOS nests JV” and & it can hap- 
pen that 80 contains an invertible operator yet 8 fails to be an isometric 
equivalence. Let X and Y be L, spaces which are isomorphic but not 
isometrically isomorphic. Let JV = {(O), X}, d = ((O), Y } be the trivial 
nests. Define fI(0) = (0), e(X) = Y. Then 80 = B(X, Y). Examples of greater 
complexity can be obtained by adapting this example. 
A concept that arose in [23], and was also utilized in [lo], is the notion 
of absolute continuity of an order isomorphism. In a Hilbert space context 
there exist natural projection-valued measures EM( .) and E&( .) defined on 
the Bore1 subsets of the nests N and & viewed as compact topological 
spaces. The measure E-,-( .) assigns to each order interval (N,, N2] the 
projection P(N,) - P(N,). An isomorphism 0: JV + JG? is said to act 
absolutely continuously if every null set of E, , is a null set for the composi- 
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tion E,, .8. By regularity properties of the projection-valued measures, this 
has an equivalent formulation in terms of “preservation of partitions.” A 
feature of the Hilbert space theory is the existence of similarity transforma- 
tions which act discontinuously. In a general (non-Hilbert space) context it 
is natural to define absolute continuity in terms of preservation of parti- 
tions. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let X, Y, Jf, A, 9, , 9&, 0 be as above. An 
M-interval is a projection of the form P(N,) - P(N,) with N,E,$‘, 
N, c N,. An M-partition is a family {E,} of &“-intervals, with E+ E,., = 0 
if i, # &, such that the closed linear span of the ranges of the projections 
in {E,} is X. Extend 0 to a map from the set of nonzero J/-intervals onto 
the set of nonzero &-intervals by O( P( N,) - P( N, )) = P(B( N,)) - 
P(fI(N,)). We say that Q acts absolutely continuously if whenever { Ej.3 is an 
h/-partition then { B(E,)} is an J-partition. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let J‘, A&‘, ?, , ?#, 8 be as above. If 86’ contains an inver- 
tible operator T then tl acts absolutely continuously. 
ProofI Let {E, : A E A} be an x-partition. Let 9’ be the (no closure) 
span of the subspaces {E,X: i E A}. Then Y is dense in X, so Ty is 
dense in Y. For each Iti, TE>,X=&E;)TX=@E,)Y. SO span 
{B(E;,)Y: iA} = T9’. 1 
We now apply the results of Section 2 to obtain a structural result for 
the L, setting which is important in the subsequent work in this paper. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let JV, A&?, 8, {“u;}, 9( .) be as in Theorem 2.4, but with 
the additional hypothesis that the union M0 = Ui & be dense in M in the 
sense that .for each NE JV, 
N=V (N’EN~:N’~N}. 
Then the range of a( .) is 86. (Henceforth, we will denote this 9( .) by CBO( .). 
Proof. We use the terminology of the proof of Theorem 2.4. Let NE NO 
be arbitrary. Let P = P(N) and Q = P(&N)). Then for all sufficiently large 
i, we have NE Ju;, and hence by the construction of 9.+r,(. ), 
9,.;(T)P=QS&JT). 
Since { 9.+/, (T) } converges to 9(T) strongly, we have 9(T) P = Q9( T). 
Now let NE JV” be arbitrary. Choose an increasing sequence {N,} c JV~ 
with Vk Nk = N. Then the sequence { P(N,)} converges in the strong 
operator topology to P(N). Also, Vk B(N,) = e(N), for otherwise, setting 
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L = h/k %(IV~)E 4, the subspace 8-‘(L) would be an element of M, dif- 
ferent from N, which contains each N,, a contradiction. Thus, {P(%(N,)) 
also converges strongly to P(%(N)). It follows that 9(T) P(N) = 
P(%(N)) 9(T) for all NE A/, and thus 9(T) E i3%. 
Conversely, if TEE%, then for every pair N’, N” E .,V with N’z N”, we 
have 
and 
TP(N’) = P( %( N’)) T 
TP(N”) = P(%(N”)) T 
so 
T(P(N’)-P(N”))=(P(%(N’))-P(%(N”)))T. 
Thus for all A E &‘, we have 
TP, = Pm, T, 
and hence for each i, 
?+;(T)=c Pow TP,=cTP,=T. 
Thus 9(T) = lim; 9, ,;(T) = T. So a% is contained in the range of 9( .). 1 
4. SIMILARITY OF NESTS IN L, 
We follow with our main result, together with some applications. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (A, g,, , A) and (Q, &&, p) be standard measure spaces 
and let JV” and A be MOS nests in L, (II) and L,(p), respectively. Suppose 
0: JV + A? is an order isomorphism. Then 8 is spatial if and only if 3% 
contains an invertible operator. If 8 = Br, then 9(,(T) is invertible. 
ProoJ If 8% contains an invertible operator then % is spatial by Lemma 
3.1. In the other direction, suppose % is spatial, so % = 8,. Let A$ be a 
denumerable dense subnest of JV given by Lemma 1.6. Enumerate the 
elements of 
~&J’{(O)% L,(4) 
as (N, , N2, . . . ). (Here no order by inclusion is assumed.) For each i, let 
&= 10, N,, . . . . N;) u {L,(A)}. 
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Then ’ .,I 1 IS a sequence of subnests satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 
3.6. L:t 6' 
to &(I( T). “’ 
@I be as in Theorem 3.6. Then { 9 ,,(I)} converges strongly 
Now consider the inverse order isomorphism tr ‘: A’--+ ,t and the 
sequence of subnests { .A$} of AZ given by (fI(A;)}. Since order 
isomorphisms carry order dense subsets to order dense subsets, it is easily 
verified that A$ = lJj O(&) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.6. So 
9 #,( T ’ ) converges strongly to 5&1( T ’ ). We have G&(T) E 80 and 
9onl(Tp')~a(0 ‘). We will show that 
is the identity operator on L,(A) and 9&T) . &BOel( Tp ‘) is the identity 
operator on L,(p), thus showing that 9&T) is invertible, as desired. 
We will use the notation of the proof of Theorem 2.4. First, let P, be 
an arbitrary M-interval. Then P, = P(N') - P(N") for some N’, N” E JV 
with N’ 2 N”. Let M’ = O(N’) = TN' and M” = O(N”) = TN". Then 
Qd=P(M')-P(M"). We have 
and 
TP(N')=P(M') TP(N') 
TP(N")= P(M") TP(N") 
Tp'P(M')=P(N') T-'P(W) 
T m1P(A4")=P(N") Tp'P(M"). 
Thus 
(P(M')-P(W)) TP(N")=O 
(P(N')-P(N")) Tm'P(M")=O. 
Hence 
Qd TP, = Qd WN’) 
P,Tp'Qd=PATplP(M'). 
so 
P,Tp'QdTPd=PAT-'QATP(N')=P,T-'P(M')TP(N') 
=P,Tp'TP(N')=Pd. 
Similarly, QA TP,Tmm'QA= QA. 
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Now, for each i write 
%,V)= 1 QATPA 
A E n, 
g,,(T-‘)= 1 Pd,T-‘Qz,,. 
A’GII, 
If A, A’ are distinct elements of ZZ,, then P,, . P, = 0 and QAs. QA = 0. Thus 
Similarly, k& (T) . gM, (T- ‘) = ItlCvJ. Thesequences {9,(T)}, {9Ml(Tp’)) 
are bounded ’in norm by 11 TI( and 11 T-‘/I by Theorem 2.4. Thus, since 
multiplication is jointly continuous on bounded sets in the strong operator 
topology, we obtain 
g~-l(T-‘) .gtdT)=‘Ll(j.) 
completing the proof. 1 
and ~~e(T).~~-l(T-‘)=z,,(,,, 
COROLLARY 4.2. Similarity transformations between MOS nests in L, 
spaces are absolutely continuous. 
ProoJ: This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 and Proposi- 
tion 3.5. 
COROLLARY 4.3. If JV and M are similar MOS nests in L, spaces, and 
if JV” is multiplicity free, then J& is also multiplicity free. 
ProoJ: Let 8,: M -+ A+! be a spatial order isomorphism. Write 8 = or, 
and let S = C?&(T). By Theorems 3.6 and 4.1, SE de and S is invertible. Let 
21 be a cyclic vector for %$,(JV), and let w = Su. Since S E i% we have 
SP(N) = p(e(N))s, 
for all NEJV, so it follows that S%$,(Jlr) =%$(A?)S. So %‘O(A’)w = 
S&,(.~)v. By hypothesis, %?O(~)u is dense in the initial space of 8. So 
since S is invertible, %$(.A)w is dense in the final space of 0. Hence A’ is 
multiplicity free. 1 
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Remark. We may define the integral multiplicity of a nest &li‘ in terms 
of the minimal cardinality of a cyclic set of vectors for ‘%O(C,l’). The same 
proof as in (4.3) shows that integral multiplicity is a similarity invariant for 
MOS nests in L, spaces. For nests in L2, integral multiplicity is not the 
complete spectral multiplicity for nests developed in [ 151, but is sub- 
ordinate to it. 
The next result is useful and illustrates the divergence between the L, 
and L, similarity theories. We suppose that 
where i and v are Bore1 probability measures on [0, l] with the same 
closed support and with the same atoms. If atoms are present the complete 
nests N, ~2 generated by {N,), {M,}, respectively, will consist of these 
together with additional subspaces ~~,,~)Li(1) and ~t~,~~L~(v) corre- 
sponding to positions of atoms {t}. Also, if the support of these measures 
is a proper subset of [0, l] then the sets {N,} and (M,} will not consist 
of distinct members. However, supplementing in case of atoms as above, 
the distinct members will comprise complete multiplicity free MOS nests 
N and A. The support and atomic conditions ensure that the map 
8(N,) = M, extends to an order isomorphism 8: J” + J& which preserves 
dimensions of intervals. If L, were replaced with L, in the definitions of N 
and J?‘, then Theorem 1.3 shows that 8 would always be spatial. For L,, 
however, we have the following. 
THEOREM 4.4. Consider the nests {N,} and {M,} as defined in (*). A 
necessary and sufficient condition that there exist an invertible operator T 
that implements the order isomorphism QN,) = M, is that v and I. be 
mutually absolutely continuous. Moreover, when v and 1, are mutually 
absolutely continuous then T can be chosen to be an isometric isomorphism. 
Proof The sufficiency is clear. For suppose that v and 2 are mutually 
absolutely continuous. Define J: L,( [0, 11, 1.) + L,( [0, 11, v) by 
(JfNs) =fd$ 
Then iffeL,([O, l],n), 
Thus J is an isometric isomorphism. 
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For the necessity, suppose 8 = or. Then by Corollary 4.2, 0 acts 
absolutely continuously. Suppose v is not absolutely continuous with 
respect o A. Then there is a Bore1 set G with v(G) > 0 and i(G) = 0. By the 
regularity of v there is a closed subset FS G with v(F) > 0. Write 
F” = U A,, where {A,,} is a sequence of disjoint open intervals. Let P, and 
Q, denote the projections corresponding to multiplication by xd, on Li(A) 
and L,(v), respectively. The projections P, are N-intervals and (P, 1 is an 
N-partition since l(F) =O. Extending 8 as in Section 3, we have 
‘3Pn) = Qn. But {en> is not an A-partition, since v(F) # 0, and each Qn 
is orthogonal to the projection corresponding to multiplication by xF. Thus 
v < 1. Similarly, BP ’ = 8,-l so 8-l acts absolutely continuously, and the 
same argument as the above yields 13 < v. 1 
Remarks. (i) The first part of the proof of Theorem 4.4 is valid for 
arbitrary 1 <p< co, with dE./dv replaced with (dl/dv)‘@. That is, if the 
measures A and v are equivalent then for arbitrary p the isomorphism 8 is 
an isometric equivalence. 
(ii) Theorem 4.4 is perhaps most revealing in the special case where 
A is Lebesgue measure and v is a nonatomic measure with support [0, l] 
which is singular with respect to Lebesgue measure. In this case, for 
16 p < cc it can be shown that 86’ = 0. In particular, for p = 1 we here have 
a0 = 0. For p = 2, 19 is spatial by Theorem 1.3, while for p = 1, 6’ fails to be 
spatial. 
(iii) Let A be Lebesgue measure on [0, l] and let JV be the nest of 
(*). Let 4: [0, l] + [0, l] be an increasing homeomorphism. For p = 2, 
Theorem 1.3 yields an invertible operator for which TN, = N4(,,, 0 6 t d 1. 
For p = 1, applying Theorem 4.4, such an operator will exist if and only if 
the measures A and dd-‘(t) are mutually absolutely continuous. 
While Proposition 3.2 does not extend intact to MOS nests in L, spaces, 
it does extend if (either of) the nests are multiplicity free. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let N and Jz’ be multiplicity free MOS nests in L, 
spaces, and suppose 0 = 8, is a spatial order isomorphism between Jf and 
A. Then there is an isometric isomorphism U such that &‘= 8,. 
Proof. Let L,(A, ~j,, A) and L,(R, ?.&, v) be the spaces corresponding 
to A’” and A?, respectively. Using the reduction described in the final 
paragraph of Section 1, we may immediately reduce to the case where 1 
and v are probability measures. Fix supporting chains of Bore1 sets 
and 
6,. = {Em: NWV-} 
cF.,= {F,,,:ME&‘}. 
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The map 4: ,1’ + [0, l] given by d(N) = il(E,br) is increasing and one-to- 
one. Let K = &Jr/-). Completeness of ,$” implies that K is closed and 
that q5 is a homeomorphism for the order topology on A^ and the relative 
topology on KE [0, 11. For t E K let N, denote the element of .,V for 
which q5(N,) = t. With JV so indexed, define M, = 0(N,), and set E, = E,v,, 
F, = F,,. Define functions f, g: [0, 1 ] + [0, 1 ] by 
,f(t) = sup {t’: t’ E K, t’ < t} 
g(t)=sup (v(F,,): t’EK, t’<t}. 
So for t E K we have f(t) = t and g(t) = v(F,). The functions f and g are 
increasing, but not necessarily strictly increasing unless the nests JV and JZ? 
are continuous, in which case K = [0, 11. Let I= Af and v” = dg be the 
corresponding Bore1 measures. We have I[O, t] = A(E,) and ?[O, t] = v(F,) 
for t E K. The measures 1 and c have the same atoms and the same closed 
support. Define the mapping 
J,:L,(A,i.)-+L,([O, 1],2) 
by setting J, xE, = xCo,,, , extending to simple functions over intervals E,, 
and then extending to all of L,(.4, A) using Lemma 1.8. Clearly, Jr is an 
isometric isomorphism. Similarly construct an isometric isomorphism 
Jz:L,(Q, VI-L,(CO, ll,c) 
such that J,xF,= Q~,~,, tc K. 
For 0 6 t < 1, define 
~TI=x~o,,,Ll(co~ 1lJ) 
&=X~O,r,MCo, 1193. 
(These subspaces are not necessarily distinct.) Let 3 = J, TJ,- I. By 
hypothesis TN,= M, for t E K, so by our construction we have sfl,= a, 
for t E [0, 11. Thus by Corollary 4.4 there is an isometric isomorphism 
J: L,(x)+L,(f) 
for which JR, = fi,. Let S = J;‘JJ1. Then 8 = es, and S is an isometric 
isomorphism. i 
5. BEYOND L, 
For MOS nests in L,, 1 < p < cc, p # 2, the analogue of the Ringrose 
problem remains open. However, we do have three relevant results for the 
general L, setting that can be adapted from our L, results. 
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The first result concerns the observation that the L, theory developed in 
Sections 24 carries over to a restricted class of L, operators; namely those 
operators dominated by an operator positive (i.e., maps nonnegative a.e. 
functions to nonnegative a.e. functions) with respect to the lattice of non- 
negative functions. 
DEFINITION 5.1. We say an operator r~98(L,(A), L&p)) is a positive 
dominated operator (see the remark at the end of this section) if there 
exists a positive operator p (in the sense mentioned above) such that 
IvlGm for all f~ L,(J.). 
In what follows we assume that the L, operator T is positive dominated 
and whenever Tp’ exists we assume that T-’ is positive dominated as well. 
Our goal is to state a variation of Theorem 4.1 for such operators T. We 
proceed to sketch the modifications of results in Sections 2 and 4 needed 
to obtain this end. 
In Lemma 2.3, the only change for (i) is the notation B(L,(i), LJp)). 
Part (ii) becomes 
for all TE B(L,jA), L,(p)) and f~L,,(il). Finally, for (iii), we have 
Il~,Tll G Ildll, IITII. 
In the statement of Theorem 2.4, T must be positive dominated, the L, 
spaces are changed to the appropriate L, spaces and for each positive 
dominated TL II9( T)lI < 11 p[I. The proof proceeds as before with I TI 
replaced by T. In fact, Theorem 2.4 generalizes to the following Banach 
lattice setting. Let X be any separable normed linear subspace of the 
measurable functions in (Q, B,, p) which is closed under multiplication by 
functions in L,(p) and which is hereditary in the sense that if g E X, then 
f~ X whenever f is measurable and /f I < lgl, and which satisfies a 
dominated convergence property in the sense that if f, E X, f,, -+ ,f a.e. and 
If,l<gforsomegEX,thenfEXandf,+finthenormofX. 
In Theorem 3.6, the only changes required in the statement are that T is 
positive dominated and that the diagonal 5?(T) is contained in 80 rather 
than that range 9 = 8. The form of Theorem 4.1 for operators dominated 
by a positive operator becomes: under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, if 
8 is spatially implemented by an invertible operator T (T and T- ’ positive 
dominated) then 80 contains an invertible operator 2+,(T). 
As the analogue to Corollary 4.2 we get: similarity transformations 
between MOS nests in L, which are implemented by a positive dominated 
operator with positive dominated inverse are absolutely continuous. 
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The second result will show that the situation of an order isomorphism 
implemented by near isometries varies greatly between the cases p = 2 or 
p # 2. By Theorem 1.3 it follows that any order isomorphism between two 
continuous nests on Hilbert space can be implemented by an invertible 
operator S = U + K, where U is unitary, K is compact, IlKI 6 F (for 
prescribed a), but generally K # 0. So, in particular, the condition number 
of S, cond(S) = llSll IIS~-’ 11, is close to one and S is close to a unitary. The 
main point of the following propositions will be to show that if an order 
isomorphism between two nests (in a non-Hilbert space setting) is 
implemented by a similarity S which is close to an isometric isomorphism 
U, then the order isomorphism often can be implemented by U. 
Credit for the first of these belongs to Kevin Andrews who, after a dis- 
cussion with us concerning our initial special case of Corollary 4.2, realized 
that the Johnson-Jones change of density technique could be used to adapt 
L, similarity results to special L, results. We thank him. The second came 
out of the same discussion. Jointly, Andrews and the third author realized 
that Alspach’s [ 1 ] result on near-isometries could be used to obtain condi- 
tion number constraints on similarity transformation of L,-MOS nests. 
This idea then led to Lemma 5.1 and Propositions 5.2 and 5.3. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let X be a Banach space, T an invertible operator in B(X), 
P a projection in B(X) with lIP(I = III- Plj = 1. Then if IIT-III < $, 
(TPX) n ((I- P)X) = (0). 
Proof: If u is a unit vector in PX with TUE (I- P)X, we would have 
’ < IITull = II(Z- P)TPu(l 6 ll(Z- P)TPII CT 
= ll(Z-P)(T-Z)PIl < IIT-Ill <; 
so 11 T-‘II > 2. However, IIT- II/ < 4 implies T-’ = C,” (I- T)n so 
)I T- ’ II < C,” l/2” = 2, a contradiction. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let X be a Banach space, T invertible in B(X), P a 
projection in B(X) with lIPI = l/Z- PII = 1. Suppose Q is a projection in B(X) 
with II Qli = III-- Qll = 1 such that TPX = QX. Then lf P commutes with Q, 
and if 11 T - III < 4, necessarily P = Q. 
Proof. By Proposition 5.1, QXn(Z-P)X=(O). Also, IIT-Ill <i 
implies 
llTp’-ZII <f I(T-ZII”<(, $)=f, 
I 
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so interchanging the roles of P and Q and applying T- ’ to QX yields 
PXn (I- Q)X= (0). Since PQ= QP, these relations imply that 
(Z-Q)P=O and Q(Z-P)=O. We have Q=QP+Q(Z-P)=QP and 
P=QP+(Z-Q)P=QPso P=Q as required. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let X and Y he Banach spaces and let 2 he a set of 
closed subspaces of X. Suppose T and U are invertible operators in B(X, Y) 
with U an isometry so that 11 T- UII < $. Let ~8, = T9 = { TL: L E 9’} and 
J& = U9 = { UL: L E 9’) be the corresponding image sets in Y. Zf for each 
L E %p there are projections P,, QL in B(Y), which commute, such that range 
(PJ = UL and range (QL) = TL and such that, for L # 0, L #X we have 
l/PLII = IIZ- PJ = 1, and IlQJ = l/Z- QJ = 1, then TL = UL, LE 2, and 
PL=QL, L~liu. 
Proof: Let f= TU -‘. Then F is invertible in B(Y) and ~I%Z,II < $. 
Fix LE 9. We may assume L # (O}, L # {X}. We have fP,Y = QLY and 
P,Q, = Q,P, by hypothesis, so by Proposition 5.2, P, = QL. Thus 
TL= UL, LET. 
Remark 5.4. The condition TL = UL, L E 9, implies that T factors as 
T= UA with U isometric, A E (Alg(6p)) n (Alg(Y)))‘, where Alg(9) = 
{SE B(X): SLc L, LE 9’}, as usual. For this, take A = Up’T and note 
that AL=L, LEE so AEAlg(y), and A ‘L=A-‘(AL)=LE~, so also 
A ~ ’ E Alg( 9). 
EXAMPLE 5.5. We now tie these lemmas together to apply it to 
the L, situation. Let X = Lp( [0, 11, m) = Y, m Lebesgue measure, 
N, = {XCo,,,f:fEX}, ./lr = {N,:O<t,<l}, TE B-‘(X), TN, = N@(,,, 
4: [0, 1 ] + [0, 11. Let 9 = {IV,: f E L,( [0, t], m)} denote the multiplica- 
tion algebra where A4, g = fg, g E X. 
Now suppose there exists an invertible isometry UE B(X) so that 
II T- UI1 < i. This will be the case if cond(T) is sufficiently small by [ 11. 
Then by [32, p. 3333, U normalizes the diagonal algebra (1 <p < co, p # 2) 
in the sense that U9U- ’ = $9. Each projection in 9 has the form M,, for 
some measurable set A. Since UM,, Up’ is a projection in 9, it also has 
this form. Since UM 
with 4,“.,I,,, 9 
XIO,,l Up’ is the projection onto UN, and commutes 
since both projections are in 9, the conditions of Proposition 
5.3 are satisfied, so necessarily TN, = UN,, 0 < t < 1. 
Our final result is concerned with MOS lattices. Our results concerning 
similarity transformations between MOS nests in L, (and indeed in the 
more general Banach lattice setting of (1) for positive dominated 
operators) can be adapted to analogous results for similarity transforma- 
tions between MOS lattices in that setting utilizing an idea of J. Daughtry 
for commutative subspace lattices in Hilbert space. A MOS lattice is simply 
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a reflexive lattice of supported subspaces. It can easily be shown by adapt- 
ing the known result [8, p. 4821 for Hilbert space that every MOS lattice 
9 contains a complete nest ..4’ with the property that the strong operator 
topology closures of ‘6$(./t ‘) and G&(Y) coincide. Let 8: 9, + -U; be a lattice 
isomorphism between MOS nests, and suppose 0 = 0, for some invertible 
operator T. Let C$ be the nest J“ described above for 9, and let 
JV’ = 0(,,4<)). Let l?: ,#‘i + ~4; be 0 1. ~&‘i. Let S = gOn( T). Then S is invertible, 
and SP(N)S-i=P(&N)) for all NE.,~;. So if {N,,...,N,,}c.t; and 
{c ,,..., c,,}c@, then s(~c,P(N,))SP’=Cc,P(f?(N,)). If LET then P(L) 
is a SOT limit of these operators C c,P( N,), so since S( .)S~ ’ is SOT 
continuous, it follows that SP( L) S ’ = P( 0( L)). Appropriate analogues of 
our main results for nests, when possible to state, can be proven from this 
observation. 
Remurk. We used the condition positive dominated in this section 
because it is highly descriptive. A careful inspection of our proofs will show 
that this can actually be replaced by the condition: for every g > 0 in L,, 
there is an h 3 0 in L, such that ISI 6g a.e. implies (Tfl d F/I a.e. 
Operators satisfying this latter property are called order bounded in the 
literature [33, 341. In many settings these terms are equivalent. 
APPENDIX 
In this section we provide proofs, and sketches of proofs, of those results 
that were stated earlier without proof. 
Lemma 1.4 (Proqf). Let 
N”,={NEN:N#N+} 
Jlru ={NE.M:NzN~}. 
We first consider JJ’“? . For each NE JV’ with N #O, choose a unit 
vector y, E N with dist(yN, N-)> 4. Note that if N, ME&“: with NC M, 
NfM, we have NzM-, so y,eM.. Thus 
II Y, - ~4 2 dW.t+, - Y,, AL 1 
=dist(y,,M-)>i. 
It follows that the balls { y E X: )I y - y,ll < $} for NE Jlr? form a disjoint 
family. Since X is separable, this family must be denumerable. 
Next, note that if NE JV; and N # X then N, E JV”. , and if NE ,Y‘“, 
with NZO, then NP E JV”, . It is clear that the map N + N, from 
.N “, N {X} into ./lrT is one-to-one. Thus dY”, is denumerable also. 1 
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Lemma 1.5 (Proof). Order density of J+; implies that for each NE&” 
the subspace V {N’ E MO: N’ c N} equals either N or N. , and the sub- 
space A {N’ E MO: N’z N} equals either N or N,. If the former or latter 
subspace equals N, then NECO(&) as required. If not, then the order 
interval (N-, N,) is nonempty and contains the single subspace N, so 
NE .& by order density. 
Conversely, if M0 is a subnest for which co(NO) = Jr, let J be a non- 
empty open order interval for Jf. If J contains (0) or X we are finished. If 
not, then J = (N, M) with N, ME Jf, (0) # N c A4 # X, N # M. An applica- 
tion of Lemma l.l(iii) shows that Jn,Y;#d. 1 
Lemma 1.6 (Proof). Let 6 be a countable dense subset of X. For each 
XEG: let 
Sz, = {t E [0, co): t = dist(x, N) for some NE JV}, 
and let Szt be a countable dense subset of Q, (in the relative topology from 
R). For each t E 52: choose an element N,, E JV with dist(x, N,,,) = t. Let 
Let JV”: and MU, be as in Lemma 1.4, and let 
N~=Jtru UM; u {.Mx:xE&} u {(O), X}. 
Then MO is a denumerable subnest of JV. We will prove order density. 
Let J be a nonempty open order interval. If (0) EJ or X E J we are 
finished, so we may assume there are distinct elements N,, N,, N, E JV 
with N,cNz~N3 and J=(N,, N3). 
Fix E E (0, a). Choose y E N, with llyll = 1 and dist(y, Nz) > 1 -E, and 
choose z E Nz with I/z11 =3 and dist(z, N,) > 3 -E. Let w = y + z. Choose 
x E & such that j/w - XII < E. Then dist(x, N,) < E, since w E NJ, Also, 
Jdist(w, NJ - 1) = Idist(y, N2) - l/ <E, 
and so 
Idist(x, N,) - 1 I < 2s. 
In addition, 
dist(w, N,)> Idist(z, N,)-dist(y, N,)I >3--F- 1 =2-E, 
SO dist(x, N,) > 2 - 2~. Since 0 <E < i, we have 
dist(x, N,) < dist(x, N2) < dist(x, N,). 
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SO since dist(x, A’,) EQ~, i= 1, 2, 3, the set .Qy contains a number f with 
dist(x, N3) < t < dist(.u, N, ). 
Let N = N \,, Then NE .,~t,;, dist(x, N) = t, and since I 1’ is a chain of sub- 
spaces it follows that N, c N c N,. So J n -I; # 4. 
Now let NE L 1” be arbitrary. Order density of , V, implies that 
V {N’ E J+(;: N’ G N} equals N or N. But if N#N. then Ne.4, 
by definition, so in either case N = V {N’ E Ji: N’ c N}. Similarly, 
N=/j {N’E.~;,: N’s N}. 1 
Lemma 1.7 (Pro& Apply Lemma 1.6 to obtain a denumerable order 
dense subnest Ji of JV with the property in that lemma. For each NE -$, 
let F,,,, be a supporting set for N. 
For each NE ..I/, let 
EN=U {F,,: N’E,,+;;, N’GN), 
and let d = {E,: NE A^}. Then d is a chain of sets, and since -4’, is 
denumerable, each element of Q is in g. We must show that N = xEVX, 
NEN. 
If NE.&, then E,z FN and the inclusion may be proper. However, 
E,-F,.,,=U (F,- F,,,: N’E,@;, N’sN), 
a countable union, and each difference set F,, m FN with N’ c N is a p-null 
set, hence E,- F, is a p-null set. Thus E, also supports N. 
If NE JV is arbitrary, then N= V {N’: NE JV,, N’ c N}. For each 
N’ EN, we have x~,~X 2 xI;, X = N’, hence xENX 2 N. On the other hand, 
N = /J {N’: N’ E A’& N’ 2 N), and for N’z N we have E,, 2 E,, so 
xE,X c xEN X, and since N’E -$‘i we have x~,~.X =N’, and thus xE,+X c N. 
Hence N = xEyX, as desired. 1 
Lemma 1.8 (Proof). Let h be a cyclic vector for ‘+$b(&“), and let & be a 
supporting chain for Jt’. Let Y denote the set of all I-simple functions; 
that is, 9 consists of all functions of the form 4 = C aiXE, for finite sets 
{ai}c@ and {E,}c&. Let F={t~Q:h(t)=o}. For any 4~9 we have 
x&h =&+h = 0 (p-a.e.). Since Yh is assumed dense in L,(p), we con- 
clude that p(F) =O. So lh( >O (p a.e.). Define v by dv = Ihl dp. Then v is a 
finite positive measure on (Q, gQ) which is equivalent to p. Now let G E gQ 
be arbitrary, and let c$,, E9 be a sequence with 
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It follows that Y is dense in L,(v). So since p and v are equivalent, and 
,!Y&Lm(v) =L,(p), Y is also dense in L,(p). So 5 is cyclic. 1 
Proposition 2.2 (Proof). As pointed out in the preliminaries, we can 
assume that n is a compact metric space and that ;1 is a probability 
measure. Let {q}i be an increasing sequence of finite, measurable parti- 
tions of /1 such that max(diam(S): S E q} -+ 0 as j + cc, where diam(S) 
denotes diameter of S. It follows that for each ,f~ L,(2) the functions 
(tg0 if E+(S) =0) converge in L,-norm to f. Given TEB(L~(A), L,(v)), 
> 
Tjf = 1 as(f) ITxsl. 
Sed, 
These positive linear operators are uniformly bounded in norm since 
IITjfll G c b&t-)I IITxsll 
set?@, 
d .;+, bs(f)l II TII l(s) G II TII llfll. 
Moreover, for each nonnegative (a.e.)f E L, and each fixed k, the sequence 
{Tjh)j>k is an increasing, norm bounded sequence which therefore con- 
verges by Fatou’s lemma. It follows that { Tjfk}jB, converges in L, for all 
.feL, and all k. Since IIT,ll 6 /IT/l, IIJ’ll ,< Ilfll, and fk -f in L1, the 
sequence {T,} converges SOT to some TEB(L,(~), L,(v)) with ilFl( d (IT/j. 
Since I TJ;I < IT,f,l 6 T,lfl, we have in the limit that I Tfl d p IfI and, in 
particular, II TII d I/ Til; hence II TII = II T/l. Thus 1 TJ z T satisfies conditions 
(i))(iii). 1 
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